
The latest technology. Sustainable processing.

Your innovative specialist 
for steel and metals  
recycling



Under the aegis of the ALBA Group – one of the 
leading and most innovative providers of recycling 
services and raw materials in the world – ALBA 
and Interseroh, both specialists in steel and metals 
recycling, offer a full range of services surrounding 
the efficient collection and environmentally friendly 
processing of scrap steel and metal.

From the scrap materials, we extract high quality, 
refined secondary raw materials which we supply 
directly to buyers in the industrial sector all over the 
world, including steelworks, aluminium manufacturers 
and copper smelters.
Our locations have optimum water, road and rail 
transport links. Many have their own port.

We work with innovative technology and the latest 
systems, for example, large-scale installations such 
as cutters, shredders and presses as well as a variety 
of crushers and separation systems. The scrap steel 
and metal is separated and sorted on the basis of a 
computer-supported, high-tech approach – a process  
characterised by its particularly high degree of 
efficiency and value added depth. The end product: 
highest quality secondary raw materials. Hazardous 
materials that arise – such as oil or battery fluid –  
are disposed of in compliance with the appropriate  
regulations and on an environmentally-friendly basis.

Our recycling work has a positive impact on the 
environment. The return of steel and metals to the 
materials loop spares natural resources and saves 
valuable energy in the manufacturing process.  
In figures: In 2017, 30.2 million tonnes of primary 
raw materials were saved in our company through 
the recycling of aluminium, copper, steel, stainless 
steel, zinc, lead and brass.

A full service from one single source:  
From waste metal to refined raw material
Are you looking for a reliable service provider for the professional waste management and processing of 
your scrap steel and metal? With ALBA, you have a high performing partner by your side.

As specialists for scrap steel and metal, we guarantee you:

 – Compliance with all the current regulations and laws

 – The application of the latest recycling and processing technology

 – The use of a professional logistics service

 – Compliance with the highest environmental standards



At ALBA, our customers not only benefit from con-
cepts that are customised to their requirements, 
they also gain from our full range of services and 
in-depth know-how. From the materials acceptance 
to the valuable secondary raw material, we offer 
everything from one single source. And we do so at 
fair and competitive prices.

For industrial businesses, we manage foundry 
scrap and cuttings which arise during the production 
process. We also realise large-scale dismantling 
projects, such as the dismantling and recycling of 
ships, trains and full-scale industrial installations. 

Our customers also include craftsmen, allotment 
holders and private households, for whom we develop 
customised solutions that suit their individual 
requirements. Service-oriented, cost efficient and 
sustainable.
Do you require our services? Please feel free to 
arrange an initial consultation with our service 
personnel at any time.

A full range of services as well as  
customised concepts 

Materials that we dispose of and process on your behalf:

– Manufacturing waste
– Foundry scrap from industrial fabrication
– Car chassis, motorcycles and bicycles
– Machinery and installations
– Transformers
– Trains and ships
– Metal pipelines and used cables
– And much more

Whether it is the world of industry, the retail sector or private households – scrap steel and  
metal arises in many areas. Its waste management almost always requires an individual solution. 
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Additional services: Our experts will also 
be pleased to advise you with projects and 
work in other countries. We are available 
to assist you in every market.

An overview of our services:

– Professional advice, on location

– Customised waste management concepts

– Optimisation of internal processing sequences for the optimum collection of different waste types

– Removal and dismantling of installations

– Flexible logistics with in-house vehicle fleet

– Full scale container service for waste materials with differing dimensions

– Scrap vehicle recycling

– Ship dismantling*

– Transformer dismantling*

– Material analyses and radioactivity measurements

– Management of hazardous waste

– Self-delivery for tradesmen and private customers

*at selected locations


